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About This Game

Exterminator takes place inside a Japanese Game Show, and you are the contestant!
The objective is to take down the mischevious mice from all directions.

This is a game where you can relieve stress and get a workout at the same time! This is what Exterminator is all about.

The rules are simple. The goal is to punch out as many mice as you can within the time limit to earn points.
Strive for the top ranking while getting a nice sweat.

Anyone can enjoy a refreshing experience playing Exterminator!

Mouse Collection
There are many types of mice, each brining their own unique personalities.

Defeat them to collect their card. Try and collect them all!
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Title: Exterminator
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports
Developer:
PRIME WORKS Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
PRIME WORKS Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

Storage: １ GB available space

English
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Absolutely loved it! The creativity and technical attention to detail is simply amazing! The Soundtrack is unique and great to
listen to even while not gaming. I still seem to be better at bailing than riding, but I love the simplicity, allowing younger ones to
enjoy it but even more so, the complexity of the physics keeping even the best on their toes. I Definitely recommend this!!.
Liking all the noises. Various pipes have their own individual hissing and gurgling sounds. To a certain extent can ascertain loco
state by listening; can tell which valves are open and saves much looking at HUDs. Lots to do while driving so grateful for the
auto-stoker. Challenging to maintain steam on steep gradients with heavy load; and interesting brake systems which work well
when familiar with operation. Essential to read the manual. Good forward views from cab and carriage round off a thoughtfully
designed package.. Great game -- glad I bought the full version. Easier than finding friends in real life to play :)

One thing I'd like to see from the devs -- offline stats for the AI games -- games played , wins & loses, greatest deficit
overcome, avg concentration of cards (red, yellow, etc) in winning hands -- any additional stats or achievements would be great.
I'd like to know if my play is improving.. One of the highest quality couch games ever, the fighting could be a little smoother
but is often forgotten about when you play. The charm and music is like no other.

Has to be a top 5 couch game in the past few years. Tighten up the fighting and provide more moves and this is an easy 10\/10..
update 2017-10-17. It's fixed. I'll edit review when I get more feels about the game.

=====
When I bought the game its working fine. Now when I start the game I can barely see some text and everything else is blacked
out. It's not playable now.. I fully recommend this if you enjoy RO2/RS.

We run this on our server and it is incredably fun, most popular map is Omaha Beach for good reason. The guys behind this
have done a fantastic job. Can wait to see ewhat comes out over the coming months.

Definately a 10/10 !!!!. OMG THIS WAS AWESOME! I mean like, seriously, I went into this with 0 expectation of truly
enjoying this game, opened it up, started off with some choices, all of a sudden I'm laughing all about uncontrollably at times.
Of course, its still in its early stages and is far from finished, so at this point im just waiting on the rest of the game to enjoy! :D.
God simulator.. wtf is this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lmao you cant even use an axe, gather resources or even
crouch, i understand its onl 1.19$ but still lmao can we get more than a 20x20ft area to walk atleast? and maybe a menu or
something there isnt even a inventory. theirs random logs just jammed into the ground that you cant interact with, for some
reason theres a bunch of chairs all over the place and i guess we ended up here from the boat? dont see a way into this square or
any tools laying down that we can use. and i feel like im looking through a cloud at the game. you can walk through everything
but some of the trees and rocks. random extra sleeping bag?? and a modern table. im guessing theres no such thing as time in
this crap and you can just jump off the map lmao. the only positive thing i can say about this piece of crap is that it looks like a
wilderness.

Edit: your axe and body have no shadow but the logs do.
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Ukrainian Ninja is a game that I don't recommend at all because:
- have an acceptable price
- is a method to banish boredom but also you can become bored by playing it

Anyway... have trading cards.

Enjoy!. I'm not by any means a roguelike connoisseur\/specialist but I had a lot of fun with this game. I've been through the
greats such as ADOM and even an obscure one called Incursion - apart from the famous new ones such as ToME - and I can say
that this one has what makes a true roguelike fun plus added goodies such as nice sprites, music, humor and skillsets.
Recommended!. Yea i realy enjoyed it lots of fun big map lots of dialogue a cool rpg horror game

https:\/\/youtu.be\/XlO2jDhpQb8. Hard to learn, hard to master.
Sometimes you spent 5-10 minutes to plan 30 seconds.
But if you into planning strategies, you will love it.. Another bad joke on Steam.
This developer should be banned! Asset flips, garbage & lies!. Whaat!!! Why isn\u00b4t anything working? Even the "quit"
button dosen\u00b4t work xD I mean...if the game dont let me play no SP, no MP game...i would like to quit atleast! xD
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